
Undistributed Payments Expert 

UNDISTRIBUTED PAYMEN

ABOUT THE EXPERT 

The UNDISTRIBUTED PAYMENTS EXPERT

HOW TO USE THE EXPERT 

To run, go to EXPERTS and select the last option, 

 

ALL TRANSACTIONS 

Selecting ALL TRANSACTIONS checks every patient ledger for all time. Any undistributed credits on ledgers with 

a balance will appear in the results.  

TRANSACTIONS NEWER THAN _ MONTHS

Selecting TRANSACTIONS NEWER THAN _ MONTHS

number of months.  
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UNDISTRIBUTED PAYMENTS EXPERT

EXPERT is used to identify distributable credits. 

and select the last option, UNDISTRIBUTED PAYMENTS EXPERT… 

 

checks every patient ledger for all time. Any undistributed credits on ledgers with 

HAN _ MONTHS 

HAN _ MONTHS checks every patient ledger today – the designated 
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EXPERT 

checks every patient ledger for all time. Any undistributed credits on ledgers with 

the designated 



Undistributed Payments Expert 

EXPERT RESULTS 

All columns can be sorted by. If you want to review credits posted to a specific producer, click the 

header. If you want to distribute based on largest distributable amount, click the 

The bottom left provides the total payments and distributable amounts. As items are distributed the distributable 

amount will update. If a credit is fully distributed from the screen, the payment count and distributable amount

are reduced.  

To distribute a credit from the screen, click the 

appear.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended the expert be run on a periodic basis. This may be monthly

When selecting ALL TRANSACTIONS, t

can take a significant amount of time. In one large office it took 3.5 hours. If possible, run the expert from the 

server and view results on a workstation. 

If your practice is diligent in distributing payments and adjustments when entered, select 

NEWER THAN _ MONTHS. The expert will run faster and should contain all credits available for distribution. 
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All columns can be sorted by. If you want to review credits posted to a specific producer, click the 

header. If you want to distribute based on largest distributable amount, click the DISTRIBUTABLE 

The bottom left provides the total payments and distributable amounts. As items are distributed the distributable 

amount will update. If a credit is fully distributed from the screen, the payment count and distributable amount

To distribute a credit from the screen, click the DISTRIBUTE button. The PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION

the expert be run on a periodic basis. This may be monthly, or at the least, yearly. 

, the expert examines every ledger item on every patient. As

amount of time. In one large office it took 3.5 hours. If possible, run the expert from the 

server and view results on a workstation.  

your practice is diligent in distributing payments and adjustments when entered, select TRANSACTIONS 

expert will run faster and should contain all credits available for distribution. 
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All columns can be sorted by. If you want to review credits posted to a specific producer, click the PROD column 

DISTRIBUTABLE column header.  

The bottom left provides the total payments and distributable amounts. As items are distributed the distributable 

amount will update. If a credit is fully distributed from the screen, the payment count and distributable amount 

PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION screen will 

or at the least, yearly.  

he expert examines every ledger item on every patient. As expected, this 

amount of time. In one large office it took 3.5 hours. If possible, run the expert from the 

TRANSACTIONS 

expert will run faster and should contain all credits available for distribution.  


